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Abstract
We define the notions tree-depth and upper chromatic number of a graph and show their relevance
to local–global problems for graph partitions. In particular we show that the upper chromatic number
coincides with the maximal function which can be locally demanded in a bounded coloring of any
proper minor closed class of graphs. The rich interplay of these notions is applied to a solution
of bounds of proper minor closed classes satisfying local conditions. In particular, we prove the
following result:
For every graph M and a finite set F of connected graphs there exists a (universal) graph
U = U(M,F) ∈ Forbh(F) such that any graph G ∈ Forbh(F) which does not have M as a
minor satisfies G −→ U (i.e. is homomorphic to U ).
This solves the main open problem of restricted dualities for minor closed classes and as an
application it yields the bounded chromatic number of exact odd powers of any graph in an arbitrary
proper minor closed class. We also generalize the decomposition theorem of DeVos et al. [M. DeVos,
G. Ding, B. Oporowski, D.P. Sanders, B. Reed, P. Seymour, D. Vertigan, Excluding any graph as a
minor allows a low tree-width 2-coloring, J. Combin. Theory Ser. B 91 (2004) 25–41].
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1. Introduction
This paper combines techniques related to graph colorings, local–global phenomena,
special orientations of graphs, graph minors and graph decompositions (tree-depth). The
main result (Theorem 1.2) is achieved by a combination of all these techniques and in this
section we explain some of the background.
1.1. Subgraph coloring
How does one color a graph optimally? Typically we want to guarantee that we use
globally as few colors and locally as many colors as possible. When are these mutually
conflicting conditions feasible? This mainstream problem of graph theory is approached
here from yet another point of view using the notion of upper chromatic number and
minimum elimination tree-height (called tree-depth) of a graph. To motivate these notions
we consider the following situation:
Let to any graph H (unless otherwise specified all our graphs are undirected) be
assigned a positive integer f (H ), f (H ) ≤ |V (H )|. We also assume that isomorphic
graphs get the same value. A function with these properties is called a graph function.
The following is the basic definition of this paper:
Definition 1.1. Denote by χ( f, G) the minimal number k of colors which suffice for a
vertex coloring c : V (G) −→ {1, 2, . . . , k} subject to the condition that any subgraph H
of G gets at least f (H ) distinct colors:
|{c(x); x ∈ V (H )}| ≥ f (H ) for every subgraph H of G.
Clearly N = |V (G)| colors suffice, and the minimal such N we denote by χ( f, G).
(Similarly we could consider edge partitions and define χ( f, G) analogously to χ( f, G)
but we shall consider vertex partitions only.)
This definition may seem to be arbitrary but in fact it captures several of the variants of
chromatic number which were recently intensively studied:
Define functions f1, f2, f3, f4, f5 by:
f1(H ) =
{
2, if H ∼= Cn for some n
1, otherwise f2(H ) =
{
2, if H ∼= K2
1, otherwise
f3(H ) =


2, if H ∼= K2
3, if H ∼= Cn for some n
1, otherwise
f4(H ) =


2, if H ∼= K2
3, if H ∼= P4
1, otherwise
f5(H ) =


2, if H ∼= K2
χ(H ) + 1, if Kχ(H) ⊆ H
1, otherwise.
(The symbols ∼=,⊆ denote isomorphism and subgraph relation; see [5,14] as general
references.)
It appears that the numbers χ( fi , G) are some of the well known graph invariants:
χ( f1, G) is equal to the point-arboricity of G (i.e. to the smallest size of a vertex
partition whose parts induce forests);
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χ( f2, G) is equal to the chromatic number of G. Let us recall right at this place that
a coloring of a graph G is an assignment of colors to the vertices of the graph, one color
to each vertex. A coloring is proper if each the vertices of any K2 in G gets at least 2
colors. The minimum number of colors required for a proper coloring of G is the chromatic
number of G, denoted χ(G). Thus χ(G) = χ( f2, G) for every graph G.
χ( f3, G) is equal to the acyclic chromatic number of G (i.e. to the smallest
number of colors needed for a proper coloring so that no cycle gets just 2 colors. See
e.g. [6,1]).
χ( f4, G) is equal to the star-coloring number of G (i.e. the smallest number of colors
needed for a proper coloring so that vertices of no path of length 3 gets 2 colors only. See
e.g. [2,17]).
The number χ( f5, G) was studied in [16] in the context of bounds for graph classes
in the homomorphism order. This connection is explained fully in Section 7 of this article
and in this context we solve the main problem posed in [16], Conjecture 1. The main result
is described in this introduction and formulated as Theorem 1.2 below. This application
provided a motivation for our study of numbers χ( f, G) in the context of proper minor
closed classes.
1.2. Minors
The fact that graph H is a minor of graph G will be denoted by the usual symbol G  H
(see e.g. [5]). A class of graphsK is minor closed if
G ∈ K, G  H ⇒ H ∈ K.
We say that K is a proper minor closed class, if K does not contain all graphs.
Alternatively,K is proper minor closed if it excludes at least one “forbidden” minor.
Why are proper minor closed classes related to the numbers χ( f, G)? It may be seen
easily (applying for example some Ramsey type argument) that all the above variants
χ( f, G) of the chromatic number are unbounded for general graphs and share many
properties with the chromatic number. (See [13] for local–global context of colorings
of general graphs.) A bit more interestingly all the numbers χ( fi , G), i = 1, . . . , 5,
are bounded for every class of graphs which does not contain a fixed minor. While for
i = 1, 2, 3, 4 this is well known, for f5 this was proved only recently in [16] (see also [17])
by an involved argument. In other words, the numbers χ( fi , G), i ∈ {1, . . . , 5}, are all
bounded for every proper minor closed class of graphs.
Let us add to this list one more (in fact infinitely many) instance(s) of this phenomena:
Put gk(H ) = min(k, tw(H ))+ 1 (for a positive integer k; tw(H ) denotes the tree-width of
graph H , see [5]). The numbers χ(gk, G) are related to the following recent result due to
DeVos, Oporowski, Sanders, Reed, Seymour and Vertigan [8]:
Theorem 1.1 ([8]). For every k ≥ 1 and for every proper minor closed class K is the
number χ(gk, G) bounded for all graphs G ∈ K.
Explicitly: For every proper minor closed class K and integer k ≥ 1, there are integers
iV = iV (K, k) and iE = iE (K, k), such that every graph G ∈ K has a vertex partition into
iV graphs such that any j ≤ k parts form a graph with tree-width at most j − 1.
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We shall make use of this result in the proof of Theorem 4.7.
It seems that minor closed classes are a proper context for this type of question
(local–global phenomena). But viewing the diversity of examples it is perhaps surprising
that in this paper we solve the dual problem exactly for every proper minor closed
class. More precisely, we determine the maximal graph function f (H ) such that, for
any graph function g bounded by f and some fixed integer, the numbers χ(g, G) are
bounded for all graphs in a fixed (but arbitrary) proper minor closed class K of graphs.
Thus we are not interested in the actual value of χ(g, G) but merely in the question
of whether this number is bounded for any proper minor closed class of graphs. We
completely characterize (Theorem 5.1) the maximal graph function f in terms of the
minimum elimination tree-height, the tree-depth. This notion is introduced in Section 2
and connected to ordered coloring (also known as t-ranking). In Section 3 we show two
finite basis theorems for graphs with bounded tree-depth. This is applied in Section 4
where we give a few consequences which provided a motivation for our research.
The definitions we give provide a rich spectrum of results which fit naturally to our
framework.
1.3. Homomorphisms bounds
A homomorphism from a graph G to a graph G′ is a mapping f from V (G) to V (G′)
which preserves adjacency: { f (x), f (y)} ∈ E(G′) for every {x, y} ∈ E(G). Let G1, G2
be graphs. The existence of a homomorphism from G1 to G2 is denoted G1 → G2; we also
say that G1 is homomorphic to G2. The non-existence of a homomorphism from G1 to G2
is noted G1  G2 and G2 is said to be G1-free. Two graphs G1 and G2 are hom-equivalent
if G1 → G2 and G2 → G1. This is denoted by G1 ≈ G2. An isomorphism from G1 to
G2 is a bijective homomorphism f : G1 → G2 such that f −1 is a homomorphism from
G2 to G1. An automorphism of a graph G is an isomorphism from G to G. A graph
G which admits only one automorphism (namely the identity map V (G) −→ V (G)) is
called rigid. If f : G1 → G2 and g : G2 → G1 are homomorphisms such that f ◦ g
is an automorphism of G1 then G2 is a retract of G1. A graph G is a core if no proper
subgraph of G is a retract of G. It follows that for every (finite) graph G there exists (up to
an isomorphism) the unique subgraph of G which is a core.
The existence of homomorphism is studied as well in the context of posets: For graph
G and G′ we put
G ≤ G′
if there exists a homomorphism G −→ G′. Clearly ≤ is a quasi-order which is called
homomorphism order. (When restricted to the class of all cores homomorphism order
induces a poset.) See [11] for a recent introduction to graphs and their homomorphisms.
This context motivates the following notion:
Definition 1.2. Let K be a class of graphs. A graph H is said to be a bound of K if
G ≤ H
for every G ∈ K. In this case we also say that K is bounded.
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Of course many classes of graphs (such as, say, triangle-free graphs) are not bounded.
But for proper minor closed classes the bounds exist and we can control their local
properties. To formulate this we use the following definition:
Definition 1.3. Let F be a finite set of graphs. By Forbh(F) we denote the class of all
graphs G which satisfy
F G
for every F ∈ F .
Thus for F = {K3} we get the class of all triangle-free graphs and for F = {C5} we get
the class of all graphs with odd-girth > 5. Now we can formulate the main result of this
paper:
Theorem 1.2. For every finite set F of finite connected graphs and for every proper minor
closed class K the class K ∩ Forb(F) is bounded by a graph H ∈ Forbh(F).
Explicitly: For every finite set F of finite connected graphs and for every proper minor
closed class K there exists a graph U = U(K,F) ∈ Forbh(F) such that G −→ U for any
G ∈ K ∩ Forbh(F).
In the other words, the class K ∩ Forb(F) is bounded by a graph H ∈ Forbh(F).
See [18,16] where this is stated as a problem and the bounds are related for example to
the Hadwiger conjecture. One can interpret Theorem 1.2 as a finite approximation to the
Hadwiger conjecture. See Section 6 of this paper.
1.4. An application—exact powers
We now explain a particular consequence of our main result in a greater detail. Let G
be a graph, p a positive integer. Denote by Gp the graph (V , Ep) where {x, y} is an
edge of Ep iff there exists a path P in G from x to y of length p. The graph Gp could
be called exact p-power of G. Clearly graphs G2 and all graphs Gp, p even, may have
unbounded chromatic number even for the case of trees (consider subdivision stars), and
the only (obvious) bound is χ(Gp) ≤ ∆(G)p + 1. Similarly, for any odd p there are
3-colorable graphs G for which is the chromatic number χ(Gp) may be arbitrarily large.
However for p odd and arbitrary proper minor closed class we have the following (perhaps
surprising):
Theorem 1.3. For any proper minor closed classK and any odd integer p ≥ 1, there exists
an integer N = N(K, p) such that all the graphs Gp, G ∈ K and odd-girth(G) > p have
chromatic number ≤ N: For any G ∈ K,
odd-girth(G) > p ⇒ χ(Gp) ≤ N.
Notice that the case p = 1 corresponds to the well known fact that every proper minor
closed class of graphs has a bounded chromatic number. The case p = 3 was proved in [17]
by a different method. The result is non-trivial even for planar graphs and we obtained
only a very rough bound even for this particular case. See [15] for a better bound (16!) for
triangle-free planar graphs (p = 3).
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It is easy to see that Theorem 1.2 implies Theorem 1.3:
Proof. Let p be odd >1. Put F = {Cp}. Let U satisfy Theorem 1.2. Put explicitly
U = (V , E), |V | = N . Then any homomorphism f : G −→ U satisfies f (x) = f (y)
whenever dG(x, y) = p (as in this case the image of G under f contains an odd cycle of
length ≤ p which is a contradiction with U ∈ Forbh(F)). Thus the homomorphism f may
be thought of as an N-coloring of the graph G(p). 
Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 motivated the present paper.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce tree-depth of a graph
and derive some properties of this concept relevant in our context. In Section 3 we
prove some finiteness and reduction theorems which will unveil the efficiency of tree-
depth. In Section 4 we introduce centered colorings, relate them to vertex rankings and
use Theorem 1.1 to prove that local centered colorings ( p-centered colorings) may be
obtained in proper minor closed classes with a bounded number of colors. In Section 5
we deal with subgraph colorings. It is here where we define the notion of upper chromatic
number and give its several equivalent formulations; in particular we prove that the upper
chromatic number coincides with the tree-depth for every graph G. In Section 6 we deal
with homomorphisms and prove Theorem 1.2. In Section 7 we state some remarks and
open problems. All the graphs considered in this paper are simple and finite.
2. Tree-depth
Advancing proof of Theorem 1.2 we develop fragments of a theory of tree-depth. It will
appear that this parameter can be defined equivalently in several seemingly different ways
and we shall make use of this in our proofs.
2.1. Tree-depth and elimination trees
A rooted forest is a disjoint union of rooted trees. The height of a vertex x in a
rooted forest F is the number of vertices of a path from the root (of the tree to which
x belongs) to x and is noted height(x, F). The height of F is the maximum height of
the vertices of F . Let x, y be vertices of F . The vertex x is an ancestor of y in F if
x belongs to the path linking y and the root of the tree of F to which y belongs. The
closure clos(F) of a rooted forest F is the graph with vertex set V (F) and edge set
{{x, y} : x is an ancestor of y in F, x = y}. A rooted forest F defines a partial order on its
set of vertices: x ≤F y if x is an ancestor of y in F . The comparability graph of this partial
order is obviously clos(F).
Definition 2.1. The tree-depth td(G) of a graph G is the minimum height of a rooted forest
F such that G ⊆ clos(F).
This definition is analogous to the definition of rank function of a graph which has been
recently used for analysis of countable graphs; see e.g. [19].
Let G be a connected graph. An elimination tree for G is a rooted tree Y with vertex set
V (G) defined recursively as follows. If V (G) = {x} then Y is reduced to {x}. Otherwise
choose a vertex r ∈ V (G) as the root of Y . Let G1, . . . , G p be the connected components
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of G − r . For each component Gi let Yi be an elimination tree. Y is defined by making
each root ri of Yi adjacent to r .
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a connected graph. A rooted tree Y is an elimination tree for G if
and only if G ⊆ clos(Y ). Hence td(G) is the minimum height of an elimination tree for G.
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the order of G. The statement is true if
V (G) = {x}. Otherwise let r be the root of Y and let G1, . . . , G p be the connected
components of G − r . Then Y is an elimination tree for G if and only if the connected
components of Y − r may be labeled Y1, . . . , Yp in such a way that, for any 1 ≤ i ≤ p,
Yi is an elimination tree for Gi . By induction, this is equivalent to the existence of a
labeling Y1, . . . , Yp for each of the connected components of G − r . It follows then that
Gi ⊆ clos(Yi ), for any 1 ≤ i ≤ p, and this is equivalent to G ⊆ clos(Y ). 
2.2. Basic properties
From Lemma 2.1 we deduce the following inductive form of the tree-depth:
Lemma 2.2. Let G be a graph and let G1, . . . , G p be its connected components. Then:
td(G) =


1, if |V (G)| = 1;
1 + min
v∈V (G)
td(G − v), if p = 1 and |V (G)| > 1;
p
max
i=1
td(Gi ), otherwise.
Proof. We shall prove the lemma by induction on td(G). For graphs having tree-depth 1
there is nothing to prove. Assume the lemma has been proved for graphs with tree-depth at
most t − 1 and assume td(G) = t .
If G is connected and has tree-depth t , there exists a rooted tree Y of height t such
that G ⊆ clos(Y ). Let r be the root of Y and let Y − r denote the rooted forest of height
t − 1 obtained from Y by removing r and considering the sons of r in Y as roots. Then
td(G − r) ≤ t − 1 as G − r ⊆ clos(Y − r) and td(G) ≥ td(G − r) + 1. Conversely,
let v be any vertex of G and let F be a rooted forest of height td(G − r) such that
G − v ⊆ clos(F). Let Y be the tree obtained from F by adding r adjacent to the roots
of the components of F . Rooting Y at r we get G ⊆ clos(Y ), thus td(G) ≤ td(G − r)+ 1.
Hence td(G) = minv∈V (G) td(G − v).
If G is disconnected, it is obvious that the minimum height rooted forest F such that
G ⊆ clos(F) is the union of those computed for each connected components of G. Hence
td(G) = maxi td(Gi ). 
A fundamental property of tree-depth is its monotony according to minor ordering:
Lemma 2.3. If H is a minor of G then td(H ) ≤ td(G).
Proof. Let F be a rooted forest of height td(G) such that G ⊆ clos(F) and let e = {x, y}
be an edge of G, where x is an ancestor of y in F . Let π(y) be the father of y in F . Then
G − e ⊆ clos(F) and G/e ⊆ clos(F/{y, π(y)}). 
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Although there is an (easy) polynomial algorithm to decide whether td(G) ≤ k for any
fixed k, if P = NP then no polynomial time approximation algorithm for the tree-depth
can guarantee an error bounded by n , where  is a constant with 0 <  < 1 and n is the
order of the graph [4].
2.3. Tree-depth and vertex separators
Let G be a graph of order n. An α-vertex separator of G is a subset S of vertices such
that every connected component of G − S contains at most αn vertices.
Lemma 2.4. Let G be a graph of order n and let sG : {1, . . . , n} → N be defined by
sG (i) = max|A| ≤ i,
A ⊆ V (G)
min
{
|S| : S is a 1
2
-vertex separator of G[A]
}
.
Then:
td(G) ≤
log2 n∑
i=1
sG
( n
2i
)
.
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on n. The lemma is straightforward if n = 1.
Assume the lemma has been proved for graphs of order at most n − 1.
By definition of sG , G has a 12 -vertex separator S of size at most sG (n). Let G1, . . . , G p
be the connected components of G − S. Then, according to Lemma 2.2 and the fact that
the function sGi corresponding to Gi is obviously bounded by sG :
td(G) ≤ |S| + max
i
td(Gi ) ≤ sG (n) +
log2(n/2)∑
i=1
sG
(
n/2
2i
)
≤
log2 n∑
i=1
sG
( n
2i
)
. 
Corollary 2.5 (See also [4]). For any connected graph G of order n, td(G) ≤ (tw(G) +
1) log2 n.
Proof. It is proved in [21] that any graph of tree-width at most k has a 12 -vertex separator
of size at most k + 1. Hence sG(i) ≤ tw(G) + 1 for all i . The result follows. 
Notice that this result is optimal for tree-depth, as shown by the example of paths of
length n: tw(Pn) = 1, but td(Pn) = log2(n + 1).
Corollary 2.6. Every graph G of order n with no minor isomorphic to Kh has tree-depth
at most (2 + √2)√h3n.
Proof. It is proved in [3] that a graph of order i with no Kh minor has a 12 -vertex separator
of size at most
√
h3i . Hence sG(i) ≤
√
h3i and:
td(G) ≤
log2 n∑
i=1
sG
( n
2i
)
≤
√
h3n
log2 n∑
i=1
(
1√
2
)i
≤ (2 + √2)
√
h3n. 
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3. Reductions and finiteness
In this section we shall prove two powerful reduction theorems (and finiteness results)
related to tree-depth. Advancing the next result we introduce the following notions:
Definition 3.1. Let G = (V , E) be a graph, f : G → G an automorphism of G. We say
that f has the fixed-point property if, for every connected subgraph H of G, f (H ) ∩ H is
either empty or contains a vertex x ∈ V (H ) such that f (x) = x .
f is also said to be involuting if f ◦ f is identical map.
Let g : V (G) → {1, . . . , N} be any mapping. f is said to be g-preserving if f ◦ g = g.
Theorem 3.1. There exists a function : N × N → N with the following property: For
any integer N, any graph G of order n > (N, td(G)) and any mapping g : V (G) →
{1, . . . , N}, there exists a non-trivial involuting g-preserving automorphism µ : G → G
with the fixed-point property.
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on td(G). If td(G) = 1, then G has only
isolated vertices. Hence if n > N the graph G has two vertices with the same g-value
and any automorphism has the fixed-point property. Thus (N, 1) = N will do. Assume
the theorem has been proved for graphs of tree-depth at most t ≥ 1 and let G be a graph of
tree-depth t + 1. Let g : V (G) −→ {1, . . . , N} be given.
If G is connected, there exists a vertex r such that td(G − r) = t . Let G1, . . . , G p be
the connected components of G − r . Define the mapping g′ on V (G − r) by
g′(x) =
{
(g(x), 1), if {x, r} ∈ E(G)
(g(x), 0), otherwise.
If n > (2N, t) + 1 then, by induction, G − r has a non-trivial involuting g′-preserving
automorphism µ′ having the fixed-point property. Define µ as the extension of µ′ to
V (G) such that µ(r) = r . By construction, µ is a non-trivial involuting g-preserving
automorphism of G, and it has the fixed-point property: if H is a connected subgraph of
G and µ(H ) ∩ H = ∅ then either r ∈ H or H ⊆ G − r and hence µ has a fixed point
in H .
Assume G is not connected and let G1, . . . , G p be the connected components of G. If
one of the connected components has order greater than (2N, t) + 1 then, according to
the previous case, it has a non-trivial involuting g-preserving automorphism µ′ with the
fixed-point property. Extending µ to V (G) by the identity, we still have a non-trivial g-
preserving automorphism with the fixed-point property. Otherwise, as there exist at most
Nk 2
(
k+1
2
)
N-colored graphs of order at most k. Hence, if p > N (2N,t)+12
(
(2N,t)+2
2
)
there
exists 1 ≤ i < j ≤ p and a g-preserving isomorphism from Gi to G j . This isomorphism
obviously defines a non-trivial involuting g-preserving automorphism µ of G with the
fixed-point property: assume G has a connected subgraph H such that µ(H )∩ H = ∅ and
H contains no fixed point of µ. Then H meets Gi and G j but includes no vertices outside
Gi ∪ G j . As H is connected and as there are no edges between vertices in Gi and vertices
in G j , we are led to a contradiction.
Thus defining (N, t + 1) = ( (2N, t) + 1)N ( (2N,t)+1)2
(
(2N,t)+2
2
)
will do. 
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The following two consequences indicate that tree-depth is a good “scale” for rigid
graphs and even cores: For each given tree-depth we get only finitely many cores. (Note
that this does not hold for tree-width in a very strong sense: According to [12] the class of
series parallel graphs, that is the class of graphs with no K4 minor, is (countably) universal.)
Corollary 3.2. Any rigid graph of tree-depth t has order at most (1, t).
Corollary 3.3. For any graph G and any mapping g from V (G) to a set of cardinality
N, there exists a subset A of V (G) of cardinality at most (N, t), such that G has a
g-preserving homomorphism to G[A].
In particular, any graph G is hom-equivalent to one of its induced subgraphs of order
at most (1, td(G)).
Proof. If G has order n > (N, t) then there exists, according to Theorem 3.1, a non-
trivial g-preserving automorphism µ of G with the fixed-point property. Let F be the set
of the fixed points of µ. As µ has the fixed-point property, V (G) \ F may be partitioned
into complementary subsets A and B such that B = µ(A) and such that no edge exists
between a vertex in A and a vertex in B .
Define f : V (G) → V (G) \ A by
f (x) =


µ(x), if x ∈ A
µ(x) = x, if x ∈ F
x, if x ∈ B.
As there is no edge between vertices of A and µ(A), {x, y} ∈ E(G) imply that either
{x, y} ⊆ A ∪ F , in which case f (x) = x and f (y) = y thus { f (x), f (y)} ∈ E(G),
or {x, y} ⊆ F ∪ B , in which case we get f (x) = µ(x) and f (y) = µ(y) thus
{ f (x), f (y)} ∈ E(G). Altogether, f is a homomorphism from G to one of its proper
induced subgraphs (as µ is non-trivial, A is not empty). Iterating this construction, we
eventually get a sequence of homomorphisms whose composition is a homomorphism from
G to one of its induced subgraphs of order at most (N, t). 
Corollary 3.4. Let k ≥ 1 be an integer. Then, the class Dk of all graphs G with td(G) ≤ k
includes a finite subset Dˆk such that, for every graph G ∈ Dk , there exists Gˆ ∈ Dˆk which
is hom-equivalent to G and isomorphic to an induced subgraph of G.
This will be needed to prove Theorem 1.2 (and this fact is responsible for the
“non-effectivity” of bounds in Theorem 1.2). Advancing yet another finiteness result
(Theorem 3.6) we take time out for a lemma:
Lemma 3.5. Let G be a tree of size m having p leaves and tree-depth k. Then, m ≤
(2k−1 − 1)p.
Proof. We prove the inequality by induction on k. The inequality is obviously true for
k = 1 and we now assume it is true for k − 1. Let Y be a rooted tree of height k such
that G ⊆ clos(Y ) and let v be the root of Y . The graph G − v has connected components
G1, . . . , Gd(v) which are trees of order m1, . . . , md(v) having p1, . . . , pd(v) leaves, where
m = d(v) + ∑i mi and p ≤ ∑i (pi − 1). By induction, mi ≤ (2k−2 − 1)pi . Hence,
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m ≤ d(v) + (p + d(v))(2k−2 − 1) = (p + d(v))2k−2 − p. Moreover, p ≥ d(v) has each
Gi including at least one leaf of G. Thus, m ≤ 2k−1 p − p = (2k−1 − 1)p. 
Theorem 3.6. There exists a function µ : N → N, such that any graph G has a connected
subgraph H ⊆ G, so that td(H ) = td(G) and |E(H )| ≤ µ(td(G)).
Proof. We define µ by induction. If td(G) = 1 means that G is isomorphic to Kn , thus
we can choose any vertex subgraph for H and put µ(1) = 0. Assume td(G) ≥ 2 and let
k = td(G). According to Lemma 2.3, the class Dk−1 = {G : td(G) ≤ k − 1} is a proper
minor closed class of graphs. Thus (using the Robertson–Seymour minor graph theorem)
there exists a finite set Fk−1 of forbidden minors for the class Dk−1. As G ∈ Dk−1,
there exists F ∈ Fk−1, so that F is a minor of G. Moreover, we may assume that G
is minimal in the sense that any edge deletion decreases the tree depth of G. Thus G is
connected and, for any edge e, F is not a minor of G − e. Hence, F is obtained from G by
contracting some connected trees into single vertices, and deleting at most one edge for any
connected components of F but one. By minimality of G, each vertex v of F is obtained
by contracting a tree Gv of G of tree-depth at most k − 1 having at most d(v) extremal
vertices. According to Lemma 3.5, Gv has size at most (2k−2−1)d(v). Altogether, G has at
most 2k−2|E(F)|+ c0(F)−1 edges, where c0(F) is the number of connected components
of F . Put µ(k) = maxF∈Fk−1 2k−2|E(F)| + c0(F) − 1. 
4. Centered colorings
4.1. Centered colorings and vertex rankings
Definition 4.1. A centered coloring of a graph G is a vertex coloring such that, for any
(induced) connected subgraph H , some color c(H ) appears exactly once in H .
Note that a centered coloring is necessarily proper. We can relate the minimum number
of colors in a centered coloring to the notion of vertex ranking number which has been
investigated in [7,22]: The vertex ranking (or ordered coloring) of a graph is a vertex
coloring by a linearly ordered set of colors such that for every path in the graph with end
vertices of the same color there is a vertex on this path with a higher color. A vertex-
coloring c : V (G) → {1, . . . , t} with this property is a vertex t-ranking of G. The
minimum t such that G has a vertex t-ranking is the vertex ranking number of G and
is noted χr (G) (see [7,22]).
Lemma 4.1. Any vertex ranking is a centered coloring and conversely any centered
coloring defines a vertex ranking with the same number of colors. Thus χr (G) is the
minimum number of colors in a centered coloring of G.
Proof. Assume c is a vertex ranking of a graph G and let H be a connected subgraph of G.
Let i = maxv∈V (H) c(v). Then H has at most one vertex colored i , as otherwise the path
linking them would include a vertex with color j > i .
Conversely, assume f is a centered coloring of G using t colors. We shall prove by
induction on t that f defines a vertex t-ranking of G. As we may consider independently
each connected component of G, we may assume G is connected. As f is a centered
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coloring there exists a color α which appears exactly once in G, at a vertex v. Hence
if t = 1 the graph G has only one vertex v and we define a 1-ranking c of G by defining
c(v) = 1. Assume t > 1 and that any centered coloring of a graph using t−1 colors defines
a (t − 1)-ranking of the graph. As the restriction of f to G − v is a centered coloring using
t −1 colors, it defines (by induction) a vertex (t −1)-ranking c of G −v. We extend c to G
by defining c(v) = t . Now any path linking two vertices with the same c-color i is either a
path of G −v (so includes a vertex of c-color j > i ) or includes v which has c-color t . 
Lemma 4.2. Let G be a graph. Then, td(G) is the minimum number of colors in a centered
coloring of G.
Proof. Notice that the minimum number of colors in a centered coloring of G is the
maximum of the minima computed on the connected components of G. As td(G) is the
maximum tree-depth of the connected components of G, we may restrict our proof to the
case where G is connected.
We first prove that td(G) is at most equal to the number of colors in any centered
coloring of G, by induction on the number k of colors in the centered coloring. If k = 1,
G = K1 and thus td(G) = 1. Assume we have proved td(G) ≤ k if k ≤ k0, and assume
k = k0 + 1. There exists a color c0 which appears only once in G, at a vertex v0. Each
of the connected components G1, . . . , G p of G − v0 has a centered coloring using k − 1
colors, and thus has depth at most k − 1. Let Y1, . . . , Yp be trees rooted at r1, . . . , rp , such
that Gi ⊆ clos(Y ) and height(Yi ) = td(Gi ). Then the tree Y with root v0 and subtrees
Y1, . . . , Yp is such that G ⊆ clos(Y ) and height(Y ) ≤ k + 1. Thus, td(G) ≤ k + 1.
Now, we prove the opposite inequality, that is that td(G) is at least equal to the number
of colors in some centered coloring of G: Let Y be a rooted tree of height td(G), such that
G ⊆ clos(Y ). Color each vertex by its height in Y , thus using td(G) colors. According to
the structure of clos(Y ), any connected subgraph H of clos(Y ) (and thus any connected
subgraph of G) has a vertex which is minimum in Y . The color assigned to this vertex
hence appears exactly once in H , and the constructed coloring is thus a centered coloring
of G. 
Remark 4.3. According to the construction used above, if G has a centered coloring and
e = {x, y} is an edge of G, then the graph G/e has a centered coloring. This can be
deduced by modifying a centered coloring of G: the vertex corresponding to x and y has
either the color of x or the color of y and all the other vertices of G/e have the same color
they have in G.
In the case G is connected, we obtain:
Corollary 4.4. Let G be a connected graph. Then, td(G), χr (G), the minimum height of
an elimination tree for G and the minimum number of colors in a centered coloring of G
are equal numbers.
We remark that the equality of χr (G) and of the minimum height of an elimination tree1
already appears in [7], but we reproved it here for completeness.
1 In [7], the “height” is the maximum length of a path from the root to a leaf, that is 1 less than given by our
definition.
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4.2. p-centered colorings of proper minor closed classes
We introduce p-centered colorings, as a local approximation of centered-colorings:
Definition 4.2. A p-centered coloring of a graph G is a vertex coloring such that, for any
(induced) connected subgraph H , either some color c(H ) appears exactly once in H , or H
gets at least p colors.
We are aiming for Theorem 4.7. The proof will be a combination of Theorem 1.1 and
of the following lemmas.
Lemma 4.5. Let G, G0 be graphs, let p = td(G0), let c be a q-centered coloring of G
where q ≥ p. Then any subgraph H of G isomorphic to G0 gets at least p colors in the
coloring of G.
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the order of G0. If G0 ≈ K1, the lemma is
straightforward. Assume the lemma has been proved for graphs G0 of order at most n − 1
and let G0 be a graph of order n > 1.
If G0 is not connected, the tree-depth of G0 equals the tree-depth of one of its connected
components whose copies, by induction, get at least p colors. So we are done.
Otherwise, let H be a subgraph of G isomorphic to G0. According to the definition of
a q-centered coloring, either H gets at least q ≥ p colors, or there exists a color which
appears only once on V (H ), at a vertex r . According to Lemma 2.2, td(H ) ≤ 1+td(H −r)
thus td(H − r) ≥ p − 1. By induction, H − r gets at least p − 1 colors in the coloring of
G. Hence H gets at least p colors. 
Lemma 4.6. Let p, k be integers. Then, there exists an integer N(p, k), such that any
graph G with tree-width at most k has a p-centered coloring using N(p, k) colors.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the lemma in the case where G is a k-tree.
As G is a k-tree, it has an acyclic fraternal orientation, that is an acyclic orientation
such that (x, z) ∈ E(G) and (y, z) ∈ E(G) implies (x, y) ∈ E(G) or (y, x) ∈ E(G). In
such an orientation, vertices have in-degree at most k − 1. (In [17] we made an extensive
use of acyclic fraternal orientations.)
Let G+ be the directed graph obtained from G by adding an arc (x, y) if x and y are not
adjacent and if there exists in G a directed path of length at most p from x to y. This way,
the in-degrees increase by at most k p , and thus the chromatic number of G+ is bounded by
a function N(p, k). In the following we consider a coloring of the vertices of G induced
by a proper coloring of G+ using at most N(p, k) colors.
Consider a connected induced subgraph H of G and the partial order induced by the
orientation of G. As all the in-neighbors in H of a vertex of H form a clique, they are
comparable and thus each vertex has a unique predecessor in the partial order. The arc
joining a vertex to its predecessor defines a tree Y ⊆ H (by connectivity of H ) and the
arcs entering a vertex x only come from ancestors of x .
On the one hand, if a vertex x of H has at least (p − 1) ancestors in Y , it is the endpoint
of a directed chain of G of length p (as Y ⊆ G). In this case G+[V (H )] includes a clique
of size p, and hence V (H ) receives at least p colors in a proper coloring of G+.
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On the other hand, if no vertex of H has at least (p − 1) ancestors in Y then
G+[V (H )] = clos(Y ) and the root of Y has a color which appears exactly once in H .
Altogether, the coloring of G deduced from a proper coloring of G+ (using at most
N(p, k) colors) is a p-centered coloring. 
After all these steps we arrive at the following:
Theorem 4.7. For every graph K and integer p ≥ 1, there exists an integer pV =
pV (K , p), such that every graph with no K -minor has a p-centered coloring using pV
colors.
Proof. Let G be a graph with no K -minor. According to Theorem 1.1, there exists a vertex
partition into iV = iV (K , p + 1) parts, such that any p parts form a graph of tree-width
at most p − 1. This partition will be defined as a coloring c¯ : V (G) −→ {1, 2, . . . , iV }.
For any set P of p parts let G P be the graph induced by all the parts in P . According to
Lemma 4.6, each of the G P has p-centered coloring cP using N(p, p−1) colors. Consider
the following (“product”) coloring c defined as
c(v) = (c¯(v), (cP (v); |P| = p, P ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , iV })).
Take the product of the coloring of G by iV colors and of the colorings of the G P as a
new coloring of G (with pV = iV N(p, p−1)
(
iV
p
)
colors). Let H be a connected subgraph
of G. Then, either H gets at least p + 1 colors, or V (H ) is included in some subgraph G P
of G induced by p parts. In the later case, some color appears exactly once in H . 
We shall prove that Theorem 4.7 is optimal in the following sense:
Proposition 4.8. For any integers p, k, N, for any graph H with tree depth p, there exists
a graph G with no K p+1 minor, such that for any N-coloring of the vertices of G, there
exists a subgraph of G isomorphic to H that receives at most p colors.
Proof. The class Dp = {G : td(G) ≤ p} has K p+1 as a forbidden minor. According
to the Ramsey theorem, any sufficiently “large” N-colored rooted forest Y of height p
contains a “large” sub-forest Y ′ of height p (such that H ⊆ clos(Y ′)) whose levels are
monochromatic. Thus, this subgraph receives at most p colors. 
Remark 4.9. Notice that this coloring is actually p-centered.
5. Subgraph coloring
Our way of generalizing proper colorings is to consider (for a given graph function f )
the minimum number of colors required, so that any subgraph H of G gets at least f (H )
colors. (Recall for instance that the star coloring corresponds to the graph function where
any P4 gets at least 3 colors.)
As explained in the introduction, in this context “natural” families of graphs are proper
minor closed classes of graphs. These families have bounded density, bounded chromatic
number, bounded star coloring number, etc. This bounded property is captured by the
following definition:
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Definition 5.1. The upper chromatic number of a graph H is the greatest integer χ(H ),
such that, for any proper minor closed class of graph K, there exists a constant k(K, H ),
such that any graph G ∈ K has a coloring using at most k(K, H ) colors so that any
subgraph of G isomorphic to H gets at least χ(H ) colors.
A bit surprisingly the upper chromatic number is not a new parameter and it can be
determined by means of results of previous section:
Theorem 5.1. For any graph G, χ(G) = td(G).
Proof. According to Proposition 4.8, there exists a proper minor closed class of graph such
that, for any integer N , there exists a graph in the class which will include a copy of G with
at most td(G) colors, whatever N-coloring we choose on the graph. Thus χ(G) ≤ td(G).
Let p = td(G). According to Theorem 4.7, for any proper minor closed class K of
graphs, there will exist an integer pV such that any graph X ∈ K has a p-centered coloring
using pV colors. According to Lemma 4.5, any copy of G will get at least p colors. Thus
χ(G) ≥ td(G). 
From the elementary properties of td(G), we get:
Corollary 5.2. If H is a minor of G, then χ(H ) ≤ χ(G).
It follows that χ is a minor monotone invariant (as opposed to the chromatic number).
Given a graph G, we may also be concerned by the minimum number of colors ensuring
that any subgraph has many colors. More formally, we shall introduce the following family
of chromatic numbers:
Definition 5.2. Let G be a graph of order n and let k be an integer. The kth chromatic
number χk(G) is the smallest integer N , such that G may be N-colored in such a way that,
for any H ⊆ G, H gets at least min(k, χ(H )) colors.
Thus:
1 = χ1(G) ≤ χ(G) = χ2(G) ≤ χ3(G) ≤ · · · ≤ χn(G) = · · · = χ∞(G). (1)
It follows that Theorem 4.7 may be reformulated as follows:
Corollary 5.3. For any proper minor closed class of graphs K and for any fixed integer
p ≥ 1, χp(G) is bounded on K.
The following theorem justifies the term of “upper chromatic number” and the
restriction that p shall be bounded in the previous corollary:
Theorem 5.4. For any graph G, χ∞(G) = χ(G).
Proof. On the one hand, considering H = G in the definition, we get χ∞(G) ≥ χ(G).
On the other hand, let Y be a rooted forest of height td(G) = χ(G) (according to
Theorem 5.1). Then, G ⊆ clos(Y ). Color the vertices of Y according their height in Y
(thus, with χ(G) colors). Then, for any connected subgraph H ⊆ G, let Y ′ be the subgraph
of Y with vertices having the same color as at least one vertex in V (H ). Then, H ⊆
clos(Y ′) and thus, choosing the connected components of Y ′ whose closure includes H ,
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we may get a sub-forest Y ′′ of Y , such that H ⊆ clos(Y ′′), and thus td(H ) ≤ height(Y ′′).
As height(Y ′′) is the number of colors in H , H gets at least td(H ) colors. 
6. Homomorphisms
We found it useful to define the following “truncated” products. This construction is
similar to those given in [16,17].
Definition 6.1. Let G be a finite graph and let p ≥ 2 be an integer. We define the graph
(W, E) as follows: W = W1 ∪ · · · ∪ Wp , where (we assume that ω ∈ V (G)):
Wi =
i−1︷ ︸︸ ︷
V (K ) × · · · × V (G)×{ω} ×
p−i︷ ︸︸ ︷
V (G) × · · · × V (G)
= {(x1, . . . , xi−1, ω, xi+1, . . . , x p) : xk ∈ V (G) for k = i}
and
E(G⇑p) = {{(x1, . . . , xi−1, ω, xi+1, . . . , x p), (y1, . . . , y j−1, ω, y j+1, . . . , yp)} :
i = j and ∀k ∈ {i, j}, {xk, yk} ∈ E(K )}.
The graph (W, E) is denoted by G⇑p and called p-extension of G.
Lemma 6.1. Let F be a finite set of finite graphs, let G be a graph and let p be an integer
strictly greater than max{|V (F)| : F ∈ F}.
If G ∈ Forbh(F), then G⇑p ∈ Forbh(F).
Proof. Assume there exists an homomorphism φ : F → G⇑p , for an F ∈ F . As
|V (F)| < p, there exists k, such that φ(x) ∈ Wk for all x ∈ V (F) (recall that Wk is
the set of the vertices of G⇑p having ω at position k). Hence, denoting φk(x) the kth
coordinate of φ(x), we have {φk(x), φk(y)} ∈ E(G) for any edge {x, y} of F . Thus, φk is
a homomorphism from F to G, a contradiction. Hence, G⇑p ∈ Forbh(F). 
For any graph G = (V , E) and a set A ⊂ V we denote by G[A] the subgraph of G
induced by A.
Lemma 6.2. Let U be a graph and let p > 1 be an integer.
Assume a graph G has a p-proper coloring inducing a vertex partition V (G) =
V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vp such that G[V (G) \ Vi ] → U, for any 1 ≤ i ≤ p.
Then, G → U⇑p.
Proof. Let fi (1 ≤ i ≤ p) be an homomorphism from G[V (G) \ Vi ] to U .
Let f : V (G) → V (U⇑p) be defined on Vi by
f (x) = ( f1(x), . . . , fi−1(x), ω, fi+1(x), . . . , f p(x)).
Let {x, y} be an edge of E(G), x ∈ Vi , y ∈ Vj (i = j as the coloring is proper). Then, for
any k ∈ {i, j}, as fk is a homomorphism from G[V (G)\Vk] to U , { fk(x), fk(y)} ∈ E(U).
Hence, { f (x), f (y)} ∈ E(U⇑p), which proves G → U⇑p . 
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Lemma 6.3. Let F be a finite set of finite graphs, let U be a graph in Forbh(F), let p, q
be integers such that q > p ≥ max{|V (F)| : F ∈ F}.
Assume a graph G has a q-proper coloring inducing a vertex partition V (G) =
V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vq such that any subgraph of G induced by p colors has a homomorphism
to U.
Then, U ′ = U⇑(p+1)...⇑q is such that U ′ ∈ Forbh(F) and G → U ′.
Proof. We prove this lemma inductively on q − p. If q = p + 1, this is Lemmas 6.2 and
6.1.
Assume the lemma has been proved for q− p = a and assume q = p+a+1. According
to Lemma 6.2 (considering the subgraphs induced by p colors of a subgraph of G induced
by (p + 1) colors), any subgraph H of G induced by p + 1 colors has a homomorphism
to U⇑(p+1) and, according to Lemma 6.1, U⇑(p+1) ∈ Forbh(F). Thus, the result follows
from the induction hypothesis applied on F , U⇑(p+1), (p + 1) and q . 
A graph U is universal for a class of graphs K if G → U , for any graph G ∈ K. We
shall now deduce Theorem 1.2 in the following (clearly equivalent) form:
Actually, we are now able to prove that the problem of finding a universal graph for
K ∩ Forbh(F) only needs a resolution for the cases where K is a class of graph with
bounded tree depth and to deduce Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 (that we recall here for the sake
of readability):
Theorem (Theorem 1.2). For every finite set F of finite connected graphs and for every
proper minor closed class K there exists a universal graph U = U(K,F) ∈ Forbh(F) for
the class K ∩ F . Explicitly, G −→ U for any G ∈ K ∩ Forbh(F).
Proof. Let p = maxF∈F |V (F)| + 1. There exists an integer N , such that any graph
G ∈ K has a proper N-coloring in which any p colors induce a graph of tree depth at most
p. According to Corollary 3.4, there exists a finite set Dˆk of graphs with tree depth at most
k, so that any graph with tree-depth at most k is hom-equivalent to one graph in the set. Let
U(Dk, F) be the disjoint union of the graphs in Dˆk ∩ Forbh(F). According to Lemma 6.3,
U(K,F) = U(Dk, F)⇑(p+1)...⇑N will work. 
Given a graph G = (V , E) denote by Gp the graph (V , Ep where {x, y} ∈ Ep iff
there exists in G a path from x to y of odd length ≤ p. Let us finish with the following
strengthening of Theorem 1.3:
Theorem. For any proper minor closed class K and any odd integer p ≥ 1, there exists
an integer N = N(K, p) such that all the graphs Gp, G ∈ K and odd-girth(G) > p have
chromatic number at most N:
∀G ∈ K, odd-girth(G) > p ⇒ χ(Gp) ≤ N.
Proof. The case p = 1 is the well known property of minor closed classes of graphs
to have bounded chromatic number. We may thus assume p ≥ 3. Let U be a graph in
Forbh(Cp) which is universal for K ∩ Forbh(Cp). Then, for any G ∈ K with odd girth
strictly greater than p, G → U . Thus, Gp → U p and hence χ(Gp) ≤ χ(U p). 
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7. Remarks and open problems
1. Some of the results of this paper may be formulated (and in fact are motivated) by
the homomorphism order. Recall that for graphs G, H we put G ≤ H iff there exists a
homomorphism G → H . The homomorphism order is denoted by C. We also denote by
< the strict version of ≤. For a graph H we denote by CH the principal ideal determined
by H : CH = {G; G ≤ H }. CH is also called a color class. This name is justified by
interpreting homomorphisms as generalized colorings: indeed, a homomorphism G → Kk
is a just a (proper) k-coloring of graph G and, more generally, a homomorphism G → H
is called an H -coloring. Thus CH is the class of all H -colorable graphs; hence the name
color class. It follows that the question whether G ≤ H is difficult to decide (and it is
NP-complete in a very strong sense).
It is perhaps surprising how many fine combinatorial questions are captured by order-
theoretic properties of the coloring order C. Our paper is related to extremal elements of this
order: greatest and maximal elements, suprema and (upper) bounds in general. It appears
that these extremal graphs capture various problems which are as remote as the duality
theorem [20] and Hadwiger conjecture (as shown in [18]). These interpretations also lead
to some, hopefully interesting, problems.
Given a class K of graphs it is usually a difficult question to find a graph H which is
maximal (or maximum, or supremum) ofK in C as such a result yields maximal chromatic
number of a graph in K. We review these familiar concepts in the setting of coloring
order C:
A graph H is said to be an (upper) bound of K if every graph G ∈ K satisfies H ≤ G.
If in addition H ∈ K then H is said to be maximum graph in K.
A graph H is said to be maximal of K if H ∈ K and no graph G ∈ K satisfies G < H .
A graph H is said to be supremum of K if G ≤ H for every G ∈ K and if for every
graph H ′ < H there exists a graph G ∈ K such that G ≤ H ′. H is said to be a proper
supremum of K if G ∈ K.
For example, using this terminology, the 4-color theorem says that K4 is the maximum
in the class of all planar graphs. This obviously cannot be improved. On the other hand,
Grötzsch’s theorem says that K3 is an upper bound of the class of all planar K3-free graphs.
However, this may be improved as K3 fails to be a supremum of this class. Indeed, by [17]
and also by Theorem 1.2, there exists a graph H which is triangle free and which is an
upper bound for the class of all triangle-free planar graphs. Then the graph H ′ = H × K3
(this is the direct product of graphs; see e.g. [11]) is also a bound which moreover satisfies
H ′ < K3. This holds generally for every minor closed classK: proper minor closed classes
have no proper connected suprema. Note that if K is a minor closed class determined by
connected forbidden minors (such as it is the case with planar graphs) then any supremum
is necessarily a connected graph.
Corollary 7.1. Let K be a proper minor closed class with a connected bound H ∈ K.
Then there exists a bound H ′ such that H ′ ∈ K and H ′ < H .
Proof. Assume G < H for every G ∈ K and for contradiction assume that H is a
supremum of K. Consider the class Forbh(H ). Applying Theorem 1.2 we know that there
exists a bound H ′ ∈ Forbh(H ) such that G ≤ H ′ for every G ∈ K ∩ Forbh(H ). We can
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also assume H ′ ≤ H (taking product H × H ′, if needed) and thus H ′ < H . On the other
hand K ∩ Forbh(H ) = K and thus H ′ is a bound and H fails to be a supremum. 
This results also nicely complements a similar result obtained for classes of bounded
degree graphs (instead of proper minor closed classes); see [9,10]. Perhaps more
interestingly, each of the classes Forbh(F) ∩ CH has supremum H .
As pointed out above, the Hadwiger conjecture amounts to the fact that any proper
minor closed class K of graphs has greatest element (in the homomorphism order) and this
element is the complete graph. If true then it follows that Kh is a bound for a proper minor
closed class K of graphs where h = h(K) is the Hadwiger number of K. While this is an
open problem we at least found a bound not containing Kh+1.
Note that for undirected graphs (without structural restrictions) the class Forbh(F) is
bounded only in trivial cases (bipartite graphs). Perhaps more interestingly, each of the
classes Forbh(F) ∩ CH has supremum H , see [18].
2. The main results of this paper are interesting in the context of homomorphism
dualities. These were studied for example in [20]. Let us formulate for our purposes a
variant of this notion:
Definition 7.1. LetK be a class of graphs,F a finite set of graphs, H a graph. A restricted
homomorphism duality for K is any statement of the following type:
∀G ∈ K (F G ⇔ G −→ H ) and F H.
(Here F G means that for no F ∈ F holds F −→ G.) Note that H does not need
to be a graph from K. In the extremal case that the class K has restricted homomorphism
duality for every finite set F of connected graphs then we say shortly that the class K has
all restricted dualities. (It is easy to see that the graphs from F have to be homomorphism
equivalent to connected graphs; see [12].)
The results of [16] imply that the classes Forbh({Kk}) have all dualities. Our main result
1.2 gives:
Corollary 7.2. Every proper minor closed classes has all restricted homomorphism
dualities.
This implies a surprising richness of restricted dualities. This should be compared with
the (unrestricted) homomorphism dualities which are characterized in the full generality
in [20].
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